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Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are used in an increasing number of applications. Such applications may include navigating through heavy traffic and highly congested airways, where numerous static and dynamic obstacles impinge upon a UAV’s flight. It is imperative that a UAV successfully avoids these obstacles, while improving its planned flight path according to certain criteria. We have modeled UAV path planning as a single objective optimization problem that utilizes a receding horizon approach, where the path is constrained to avoid obstacle collision and to account for flight aerodynamic constraints. The proposed method is gradient based, allowing for quick and robust convergence to a near optimal solution. This heuristic method converges closely to full-knowledge optimal solutions and will allow UAVs to be implemented in a greater amount of tasks and missions than before while lessening the risk to the safety of others and the safety of the UAV.

Nomenclature

- \( i \) index for path segments
- \( j \) index for obstacles
- \( m \) number of planned path segments
- \( n \) number of static obstacles
- \( r \) radius, m
- \( t \) Bézier curve parametrization value
- \( \vec{v} \) dynamic obstacle speed, m/s
- \( V \) UAV velocity, m/s
- \( x, y \) coordinates in domain
- \( \ell \) path length, m
- \( \ell_f \) distance between UAV and final destination, m

I. Introduction

A. Background

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are used in an increasing number of applications, such as delivery, forestry and environmental assessments, security, and other types of surveillance. While on a mission, it is vital that UAVs detect and avoid obstacles. Collisions between UAVs and objects not only result in property damage, but also present potential harm to bystanders. These obstacles can both be static, such as mountains and buildings, and dynamic, such as other aircraft. In addition to obstacle avoidance, UAVs need to optimize their proposed flight path. This is essential so that UAVs can perform their missions efficiently. This can be measured in a number of ways, such as flight path length, time elapsed to complete the mission, or energy use.
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Several UAV path planning methods have already been proposed. One commonly cited method, the Voronoi graph,\(^1\) models each obstacle as a point and then partitions the area into a set of convex cells that each contain only one obstacle. The wall of each cell is closest to the obstacle contained in that cell compared to other obstacles. When applied to path planning, the edges of the cells can be traced to obtain a path through the obstacle field. Two immediately apparent shortcomings of this method are an inability to model obstacles with nonzero area and an inability to produce non-smooth paths. Another commonly cited method, rapidly exploring random trees\(^2\) (RRT), is an exploration algorithm that uniformly, but randomly, searches an area. When using RRTs for path planning, the algorithm checks for a feasible path from the branch ends to the final destination at the end of each iteration. When a feasible path is found, the algorithm then traverses the path and searches for possible links between non-consecutive path nodes, thus smoothing and shortening the path. The RRT method also produces non-smooth paths that are inherently difficult for a UAV to precisely follow.

Another common group of UAV path planning methods use genetic, or evolutionary, algorithms. These gradient-free approaches combine steps of selection, crossover, and mutation to search the domain for the optimal path.\(^3\) One approach using a genetic algorithm models 3D UAV flight with a variety of mission objectives.\(^4\) Evolutionary algorithms have been implemented for their high robustness, ease of implementation, and their high adaptability.\(^5\) However, genetic algorithms are inefficient in converging to an optimal solution.\(^6\) Gradient-based approaches have also been implemented which converge more quickly without loss of robustness.\(^7\) In addition, a number of heuristic approaches have been developed for situations where there are many degrees of freedom\(^8,9\) and a partial knowledge of the obstacle field.\(^10\)

The actual planned path of the UAV has been modeled in a number of ways. One method\(^11\) uses a combination of straight lines and constant radius arcs to model the path. Another approach\(^12\) adds cothoid arcs to this combination. Dubins curves have also been used.\(^13\) A common method of modeling UAV flight paths are Ferguson splines, which are implemented in a number of different approaches.\(^3,14,15\) Ferguson splines are frequently used because they allow the position and derivative at the beginning and end of the spline to be set, independent of the other parameters. B-splines are also commonly used\(^4,16\) because of the ease to increase or decrease the order of the spline.

Finally, there are a number of ways that obstacle avoidance has been approached. One method adds a penalty to its objective function as its planned path nears an obstacle,\(^14\) while another approach imposes a penalty only when the planned path would result in a collision.\(^15\) Obstacles can also be treated as flight restricted areas\(^17\) in lieu of a single point. While many approaches assume complete knowledge of a static obstacle field, there are also approaches which account for uncertain obstacle position in dynamic environments.\(^11,18\) In addition, many approaches account for wind patterns and other environmental effects.\(^19–21\)

A myriad of UAV path planning algorithms have been proposed. However, there is need for a reliable and robust algorithm that can operate within a limited field of view. To work in real time, this method would need to be gradient based to allow for quick convergence for a given tolerance. This method would also need to improve a flight path with respect to various criteria while avoiding numerous static and dynamic obstacles. Our objective is to create such an approach, which would be valuable in certain situations, such as urban or forest environments, and would allow UAVs to be implemented in a greater number of applications.

## B. Motivation

In this paper we model UAV flight path planning as a constrained single objective optimization problem. The optimization approach attempts to minimize a single performance criteria, such as flight path length, time elapsed to complete the mission, or energy use. A receding horizon approach\(^10\) is used, where an incomplete knowledge of the obstacle field is assumed. Because of this lack of knowledge, an optimal solution for the entire domain is not found, but rather an optimal solution within the horizon of information. This approach, as will be shown, converges closely to full-knowledge optimal solutions. The approach is gradient based, allowing for quick convergence, and it accounts for numerous static and dynamic obstacles. Such an approach will allow UAVs to be implemented in a greater amount of tasks and missions than before. For instance, when a UAV is tasked to travel through an urban environment it must quickly navigate around numerous obstacles while avoiding collision. A similar situation can occur in a forested environment when the UAV travels underneath the tree line to avoid detection. In both situations, the UAV needs to respond quickly to avoid nearby obstacles, while planning a flight path which is improved according to some efficiency criteria. Our proposed method will be able to accomplish both objectives. Note that we assume the UAV is able to detect the obstacle in its field of view, so this approach focuses only on avoidance.
II. Methodology

We modeled the UAV path planning problem as a constrained, single objective optimization problem. Our objective was to minimize some function $f$ with respect to a number of design variables with both equality and inequality constraints. Section A details our approach and initialization of the problem. Section B describes the design variables used, Section C the objective functions, and Sections D the constraints. Finally, Section E details the multi-start approach used.

A. Optimization Approach

Instead of planning out the entire path, a receding horizon approach was implemented to plan segments as the path marched towards the final destination. This modeled the UAV’s limited field of view; it only had knowledge of obstacles near its position, and thus only planned to avoid those obstacles. Additionally, such an approach reduced computation time making the optimization problem more manageable. We assumed that each path planned was associated with a change in time $\Delta_{\text{time}}$, which was necessary to define the time and energy use objective functions and certain flight constraints, as well as the UAV speed. Each segment was planned by solving for multiple segments which each occurred consecutively, as seen in Figure 1. The blue circles represent static obstacles which the UAV must avoid. The UAV is represented as a yellow/blue line; the line is blue when the UAV is traveling at its minimum velocity and transitions to yellow when it flies at its maximum velocity. The thin yellow/blue line represents path segments which have previously been planned, and the bold yellow/blue line represents the current segment being planned. In this case, two path segments are used ahead of the current segment (represented by the yellow/blue dashed segments). The UAV is not committed to travel these segments; they are used for planning obstacle avoidance.

To initialize the problem, we specified the field of flight as a 2D 100 x 100 domain and set the UAV’s initial position as $(x_0, y_0) = (0, 0)$ and final destination as $(x_f, y_f) = (100, 100)$. We specified the number of static obstacles to $n$, where $40 \leq n \leq 60$. For each obstacle field, the obstacles’ position were randomly placed within $(5, 5) \leq (x_j, y_j) \leq (95, 95)$ in the domain. A circular uncertainty bound with radii ranging from $r_{\text{min}} = 4$ to $r_{\text{max}} = 7$ was randomly set around each obstacle. Finally, we specified the initial position, size, trajectory, and number of dynamic obstacles. These parameters vary to demonstrate different applications of this method, and are specified in Section III. Dynamic obstacles were colored dark red to differentiate from static obstacles in blue.

We used MATLAB’s fmincon solver for this approach. Its algorithm setting was set to sqp, and its maximum function evaluations and iterations were set large enough to never be active. Analytic gradients were calculated using the complex step method.

Figure 1: An example of the path planning approach. The UAV’s path (yellow/blue) successfully avoids the static obstacles (blue).
B. Design Variables

Similar to other approaches, quadratic Bézier curves were used to model the UAV path, which are defined as:

\[ B(t) = (1 - t)^2 P_0 + 2(1 - t)t P_1 + t^2 P_2, \quad 0 \leq t \leq 1 \]  

(1)

Bézier curves were used for several reasons. Its first derivative at any point on the curve was easily computed using:

\[ B'(t) = 2(1 - t)(P_1 - P_0) + 2t(P_2 - P_1) \]  

(2)

This made calculating certain flight constraints, such as minimum turn radius, very straightforward. We also used Bézier curves because of their simplicity. While other approaches use more complex splines, using Bézier curves allowed for quick computation of curvature and reduced the number of design variables.

For each path segment, the first point was set as the last point of the previous segment, or \( P_0(i) = P_2(i-1) \). In the case of the initial path segment being planned, \( P_0 = (x_0, y_0) \). Every point contains an \( x \) and \( y \) coordinate, so four design variables were used for each segment planned. Thus, for each path planning iteration, there were 4m design variables. For example, when three segments were being planned, a total of 12 design variables were used.

C. Objective Functions

UAVs are tasked with a variety of missions with different objectives, so we defined three separate functions which evaluated different quantities to be minimized: path length, time elapsed when traveling the planned path, and energy use when traveling the path. Because this method models a receding horizon approach, we are only certain about these quantities in the planned area. Thus, each objective function is expressed as the sum of two terms: the actual path length, time elapsed, or energy use of the planned section, and the smallest quantity of interest to travel from the last path segment’s end point to the final destination. An example of this is seen in Figure 2, where the planned portion (yellow/blue) and the quantity of interest to travel to the final destination (black) is shown.

Figure 2: An illustration of how the objective function which minimizes path length is calculated. The sum of the length of the UAV’s planned path (yellow/blue) and the distance from the final control point to the final destination (black) is minimized.

1. Decrease Path Length

The objective function used to minimize total path length needed to reward paths which brought the UAV closer to its final destination, while minimizing the planned path length. Thus, we defined \( F_{\text{length}} \), the
objective function used to minimize total path length, as the sum of two terms: the length of the planned
paths and the distance from the UAV’s final destination to the last segment’s end control point $P_2$. When
$m$ path segments are planned this function is expressed as:

$$F_{\text{length}} = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \ell_i + \ell_f$$

(3)

where $\ell_i$ is the length of the $i^{th}$ path and $\ell_f$ is the distance from the UAV’s final destination to the last
segment’s end control point which is defined as:

$$\ell_f = \sqrt{(x_f - x_{f,m})^2 + (y_f - y_{f,m})^2}$$

(4)

Note that $(x, y)_{f,m}$ are the coordinates of the last segment’s end control point, $P_2$. It is difficult to analytically
compute the length of a Bézier curve, so we estimated this length through numerical integration.

2. Decrease Time Elapsed

The objective function used to decrease the time elapsed traveling the path, $F_{\text{time}}$, was similarly defined.
The function needed to reward paths which quickly brought the UAV toward its final destination. This is
achieved by defining $F_{\text{time}}$ as the sum of two terms: the time elapsed when the UAV traveled each planned
path and the time elapsed if the UAV traveled at its maximum speed directly from the last planned segment’s
end control point, $P_2$, to the final destination. The time elapsed when the UAV travels a path segment is
$\Delta_{\text{time}}$, so the first term is simply $m\Delta_{\text{time}}$. Note that we used $\Delta_{\text{time}} = 1$ s. The time elapsed if the UAV
travels at its maximum speed from the last planned segment’s end control point is defined as $\ell_f/V_{\text{max}}$, so
$F_{\text{time}}$ is

$$F_{\text{time}} = m\Delta_{\text{time}} + \frac{\ell_f}{V_{\text{max}}}$$

(5)

3. Decrease Energy Use

To define $F_{\text{energy}}$, the objective function which decreases energy use over the planned path, we determined
the required energy of the UAV, which is defined as:

$$E_{\text{req}} = \frac{D\ell_{\text{est}}}{\eta_{\text{overall}}}$$

(6)

where $D$ is the UAV drag and $\eta_{\text{overall}}$ is the propulsive efficiency. Thus, these quantities needed to be deter-
mined. We estimated the UAV drag using Carson’s approach, which takes into account flight conditions
such as air density, parameters such as span, weight, and parasite area, and the UAV’s velocity. Because all
terms except the UAV velocity are constant, we modeled the drag as a function of the UAV’s speed. This is
seen in Figure 3.

The overall propulsion efficiency was also modeled as a function of $V$. For simplicity, in lieu of using
1st principles or experimental data to derive such a relationship we approximated this relationship as the
function $\eta(V)$:

$$\eta(V) = \begin{cases} 
0.06V & \text{if } V \leq 10 \\
-0.0024V^3 + 0.084V^2 - 0.9V + 3.6 & \text{if } 10 < V < 20 \\
0.00001 & \text{if } V \geq 20
\end{cases}$$

A plot of this is seen in Figure 4, which is an approximation of the curves presented by Spakovsky.

The minimum value of the quotient of the drag and efficiency $D/\eta$ was set to $(D/\eta)_{\text{opt}}$. This value,
multiplied by $\ell_f$, is the minimum energy required by the UAV to reach its final destination from its current
position. Using Equations 5 and the value $(D/\eta)_{\text{opt}}$, we defined $F_{\text{energy}}$, the objective function which minimizes
energy use:

$$F_{\text{energy}} = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left[ \int_{0}^{\ell_i} \frac{D}{\eta_i} \, dx \right] + \ell_f \left( \frac{D}{\eta} \right)_{\text{opt}}$$

(7)

which is solved through numerical integration.
D. Constraints

1. Obstacle Constraints

Constraints were used to ensure that the UAV avoided collision with static or dynamic obstacles. The distance from each obstacle (including its uncertainty bound) to the initial position of the UAV during each interval was calculated. If this distance was greater than \( m\ell_{\text{max}} \) (the maximum distance the path could be planned in an interval), the obstacle was assumed to be outside the UAV’s field of view and was neglected. Each segment was then discretized and constrained so that each point along the curve met the obstacle avoidance requirement for obstacles within the UAV’s field of view. Each segment was sampled at \( t = 0, 0.05, 0.1, \ldots, 0.95, 1 \). These constraints then took the form

\[
r_j \leq \sqrt{(x(t)_i - x_j)^2 + (y(t)_i - y_j)^2}
\]

where \( r_j \) and \((x_j, y_j)\) are the radius and position of the \( j^{th} \) obstacle, respectively. Similar constraints were computed for dynamic obstacles. However, instead of a fixed \((x_j, y_j)\), it was predicted where the dynamic obstacle would be based on its known trajectory to avoid it at that specific point in time.

2. Flight Constraints

Common aerodynamic flight constraints were also added. Fixed-wing UAVs are limited by their stall and maximum speed. Each path segment planned corresponded to some time elapsed while flying, so a maximum path segment length correlated to the UAV’s maximum speed and a minimum path segment length correlated to the UAV’s minimum speed. For our simulations, we used \( \ell_{\text{min}} = 10 \text{ m} \) to represent \( V_{\text{min}} \) and \( \ell_{\text{max}} = 15 \text{ m} \) to represent \( V_{\text{max}} \). Since \( \Delta_{\text{time}} = 1 \text{ s} \), \( V_{\text{min}} = 10 \text{ m/s} \) and \( V_{\text{max}} = 15 \text{ m/s} \). Thus,

\[
\ell_{\text{min}} \leq \ell_{\text{est},i} \leq \ell_{\text{max}}
\]

The minimum curvature of the Bézier curve \( (k) \) was constrained so that it was greater than the minimum turn radius \( r_{\text{turn}} \) of the UAV, where

\[
k \geq r_{\text{turn}}
\]

Note that \( k \) was calculated in the same manner as done by Oz.\(^9\) Note that we set \( r_{\text{turn}} = 5 \text{ m} \). We also constrained the first derivatives of the paths so that the derivative at the last point of one segment was equal to the derivative of the first point of the following segment. This is described as

\[
B'(t = 1)_{i-1} = B'(t = 0)_i
\]

which better represents realistic flight preventing instantaneous direction change.
E. Removal of Infeasible Paths & Multi-start Approach

1. Removal of Infeasible Path Segments

On occasion, one or more of the solutions for the planned path segment did not converge, and resulted in an infeasible path segment. If a solution had converged to an infeasible point, such as violating an obstacle avoidance constraint, the segment was removed. If it used a single-start approach, the solver quit, but if a multi-start approach was used, then just that solution would be removed. An example of this can be seen in Figures 5 and 6. In Figure 5, infeasible path segment solutions were not removed and were thus chosen. Once these solutions were removed, a viable path that avoids the obstacles was planned, as seen in Figure 6.

![Figure 5: A path with infeasible segments not removed, resulting in obstacle collision](image1)

![Figure 6: A path with infeasible segments removed, resulting in a viable path](image2)

2. Multi-start Approach

We used two methods to generate initial guesses. Generally, three planning segments were used in the optimization problem. At the beginning of each planning step, the initial guess of the first two segments was set to the second and third segments found from the previous step, or $S_{1,i} = S_{2,i-1}$ and $S_{2,i} = S_{3,i-1}$. The third segment was then defined as a path of length $0.75l_{max}$, oriented toward $(x_f, y_f)$. This method reduced the time to convergence because the algorithm did not have to “redo the work” it performed in the previous planning step.

Two more initial guesses were supplied in this approach. The two guesses were initially oriented toward the final destination and then gradually curved to either a $+x$ or $+y$ direction respectively. The initial guess which curved to a $+x$ direction was set by

$$\begin{align*}
(x, y)_{\text{guess}} &= (x_{0,i} + i l_{max}, y_{0,i} + \frac{(i - 2) i^2}{m} l_{max}) \\
\text{where } (x_{0,i}, y_{0,i}) &= P_{0,i} \text{ and } i \text{ is the current path segment.}
\end{align*}$$

A similar guess was implemented for the $+y$ curve. The algorithm then ran for each initial guess, and then used the best solution from these three iterations. Despite increasing computation time, this greatly increased the method’s robustness, and all results were found using a multi-start approach.

III. Results

We tested our approach on several different obstacle fields, which contained static or dynamic obstacles. Paths planned using the three objective functions defined above were also compared. For the subsequent results, three path segments were planned in each iteration. This is justified in Section A, where comparisons of flight paths using varying numbers of planned path segments are given. Section B shows the planning progression through an obstacle field comprised of only static obstacles, as well as the planning progression...
through a flight field of three dynamic obstacles. Comparisons of flight paths planned using different objective functions are seen in Section C. Finally, we compared the planned paths using this receding horizon approach to optimal paths, where the entire obstacle field is known.

A. Number of Planned Path Segments Comparison

We first considered how the number of planned path segments would affect the overall path. This comparison was used to determine how far the optimal “horizon” is for the receding horizon approach. We varied the number of planned path segments from one planned path segment (no look-ahead segments), to six planned path segments (five look-ahead segments). This was done in two different static obstacle fields.

Using these obstacle fields, we compared the overall path length versus the computation time, which is seen in Figures 7a and 7b. From these figures, when more path segments are planned out the resulting path’s total length is shorter but more computationally expensive. By inspection, using more than four path segments does not decrease the path length significantly but does contribute to a longer computation time. In addition, only planning one or two look-ahead segments often results in poor paths.

![Figure 7: Number of planned path segments comparison through static obstacle fields. As additional paths segments are planned each iteration, the computation time increases.](image)

In regard to these and other static obstacle fields, using three or four path segments led to the best results. These paths were not too computationally expensive, while still planning a near-optimal path. Thus, all subsequent results plan three segments.

B. Obstacle Avoidance

Figure 8 shows the path planned while minimizing path length. In this obstacle field, 52 static obstacles were placed of size $3.5 \leq r_j \leq 6.5$. At each iteration, the algorithm used a receding horizon approach to plan each path segment, and the segment is traversed as the UAV nears its final destination. As can be seen, the UAV is able to successfully avoid static obstacles and complete its mission. Videos of the path planning iterations are available online\textsuperscript{a}.

A situation where dynamic obstacles are in the UAV’s flight zone was then constructed, as shown in Figure 9. $F_{length}$ is again used as the objective function. The obstacles had radii of $r_d = 7$ m, initial positions of $(75, 25)$ m, $(95, 25)$ m, and $(75, 5)$ m, and a known trajectory of $\vec{v} = (-6.25, -6.25)$ m/s. A single static obstacle is also present, but doesn’t affect the UAV’s path. In each frame of Figure 9, the dark, bold red circles represent the dynamic obstacles’ positions at the beginning of the UAV path segment, and the thin dashed, dark red circle represent the obstacles’ positions when the UAV has traversed the planned segment.

As can be seen from Figure 9, the UAV is able to weave around the dynamic obstacles and avoid collision while minimizing the total path length.

\textsuperscript{a}https://youtu.be/YzZafu4yCLs
C. Path Comparisons

We constructed a situation where two dynamic obstacles are in the UAV’s flight zone, shown in Figure 10. The first object’s radii was $r_{d,1} = 10$ m, initial position $(75, 25)$ m, and trajectory $\vec{v}_1 = (−4, 4)$ m/s. The second object’s radii was $r_{d,2} = 10$ m, initial position $(25, 75)$ m, and trajectory $\vec{v}_2 = (4, −4)$ m/s. In each frame of Figure 10, the bold red circles represent the dynamic obstacles’ positions at the beginning of the UAV path segment, and the thin dashed red circles represent the obstacles’ positions when the UAV has traversed the planned segment. Because of the algorithm’s setup, a single static obstacle is also present, but doesn’t affect the UAV’s path. The objective in Figure 10 was to decrease the length of the UAV path. As can be seen from the figure, the UAV avoids collision with the dynamic obstacles.

The objective function was then changed to $F_{\text{time}}$ to minimize the time elapsed for the UAV to reach its final destination, where the evolution of the planned path is shown in Figure 11. As can be seen, the path directs the UAV around the two dynamic obstacles. This is significantly different than the path planned to minimize distance. $F_{\text{energy}}$ was then set as the objective function. It’s path was in the same trajectory as the minimize path length flight, but took less time. A comparison of this path is seen in Table 1 to the other two planned paths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path Comparison</th>
<th>Time elapsed (s)</th>
<th>Path Length (m)</th>
<th>Energy use (J)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimize Path Length</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>141.4214</td>
<td>634.9598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimize Time</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>148.1410</td>
<td>554.2568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimize Energy Use</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>141.4214</td>
<td>515.5476</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A comparison of paths planned by the three objective functions was also done over a static obstacle field. This can be seen in Figures 12a, 12b, and 12c. As can be seen from these figures and Table 2, the path which minimizes energy use required less energy than the paths which minimizes time and path length. The path which minimizes time required the UAV to travel at or near its maximum speed, and the path which minimizes path length travels near the UAV’s minimum speed. As can be seen from Figures 3 and 4, traveling at these speeds results in increased drag and a low propulsive efficiency, which increases the energy use. Conversely, the path which decreases energy use planned the UAV to travel at a more energy efficient velocity. This speed is lower than the maximum speed, resulting in more time elapsed. In addition, the path which decreases minimizes length also results in more time elapsed.
Figure 9: An example of dynamic obstacle avoidance while minimizing path length. The UAV (yellow/blue) is able to avoid the dynamic obstacles (dark red).

Figure 10: An example of dynamic obstacle avoidance while minimizing path length. The UAV (yellow/blue) is able to avoid the dynamic obstacles (dark red). Note the difference between this planned path and that in the following figure.

Table 2: Path comparison over static obstacle field

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minimize Energy Use</th>
<th>Energy Use (J)</th>
<th>Time elapsed (s)</th>
<th>Path Length (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimize Time</td>
<td>558.1766</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>150.5044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimize Path Length</td>
<td>657.7634</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>146.3228</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 11: An example of dynamic obstacle avoidance while minimizing time. The UAV (yellow/blue) is able to avoid the dynamic obstacles (dark red). Note the difference between this planned path and that in the previous figure.

(a) Minimum path length  
(b) Minimum time

Figure 12: Examples of static obstacle avoidance while optimizing the planned path. The UAV (yellow/blue) successfully navigates through the obstacles (blue).

(c) Minimum energy use
D. Comparison to Full-Knowledge Optimal Paths

For ten different static obstacle fields, we compared the objective function’s value of the planned paths using our described approach to a full-knowledge optimal solution. We first compared a path that was planned using $F_{\text{length}}$ as its objective function to a true minimum length path. An example of this is shown in Figure 13a, where the planned path is green and the optimal path is red. On average, the full-knowledge optimal path was 3.3% shorter than the limited-knowledge optimal path. Similar results were found for a path that was planned using $F_{\text{time}}$ as its objective function to a true minimum time path. An example of this is seen in Figure 13b, and on average, the optimal time paths were completed in 0.9% less time. A comparison was also done for a path that was planned using $F_{\text{energy}}$ as its objective function to a true minimum energy use path. An example is shown in Figure 13c, and on average, the optimal energy use paths used 2.6% less energy than the planned paths.

(a) Minimum path length  
(b) Minimum time  
(c) Minimum energy use

Figure 13: Comparisons that shows a planned path (red) using our approach to a full-knowledge optimal path (green) while avoiding static obstacles (blue).
IV. Conclusions / Looking Ahead

We tested our approach in a myriad of different obstacle fields, which contained static and/or dynamic obstacles. Comparisons of flight paths planned using different objective functions were also included, as well as comparisons of flight paths using varying numbers of planned path segments. As discussed in the previous section, this method was able to successfully detect and avoid obstacles, while planning a near optimal path. The algorithm planned paths that avoided obstacle collision in flight fields comprised of static or dynamic obstacles. Comparisons were also drawn between paths that were planned using different objective functions, as well as paths that used different numbers of look-ahead segments.

There are a number of straightforward extensions to this path planning method. These include considering non-circular obstacles and extending to 3D space. Though implementing obstacles of different shapes would not be difficult, it would require redefinition of the constraints. The way the optimization is configured, adding more complex shapes would present additional computational costs. It may also may be just as efficient to model complex shapes with overlapping circles. In addition, the method here only considers trajectories in a 2D space, but the trajectories could be extended to 3D space by extending the 2D Bezier splines into 3D space.4

It would also be beneficial to determine how the receding horizon approach could be more robustly implemented. If the optimizer were to get truly stuck, perhaps in a wide, deep concavity, some method of picking a new route would be necessary. One possibility is to keep a map of the space and update regions as visited as the path goes through them. If the planner gets stuck, it could then pick a favorable not-previously-visited region of the map, backtrack to a branch point, and proceed into the new region.

One challenge for this approach is that we assume trajectories of dynamic obstacles in the flight domain are known within some uncertainty bounds. Though this information can be communicated for UAVs connected to an unmanned aerial system (UAS), aircraft with unknown trajectories and other dynamic obstacles (such as wildlife) would require larger uncertainty bounds.
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